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h S T R A C T  

Insufficient image-rejection due to I/Q mismatch limits 
complex-IF receivers' application in modem wireless 
communication systems. This paper proposes a new modeling 
method to effectively enhance such kind of receiver 
image-rejection performance, through an understanding of the 
correlation between the different image-reject functional blocks. 
The presented complex-IF receiver mainly consists of a Double 
Quadrature Down-Converter (DQDC) and an Analog-Double 
Quadrature Sampling (A-DQS) scheme for the frequency 
down-conversions. Systematic analysis of the I/Q mismatch 
issues will be presented fust. Then, according to the analyzed 
results and assuming that the total required image-rejection is 
70dBc, an optimum combination of allowable mismatch in the 
functional blocks is obtained as an example for DCS1800 
application. Such combination is verified through non-ideal 
behavioral simulations and is further discussed in terms of its 
practicability in CMOS implementation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Complex-IF' wireless receiver topology [ I 4 1  is attracting more 
anention recently for its high capacity of integration and 
low-power consumption, since the image problem is tackled by 
signal cancellotion. Thus, power-hungry off-chip 
image-rejection filters can be eliminated. However, the 
successfulness of such cancellation method is highly dependent 
on the matching precision between the in-phase (4 and 
quadrature (Q) channels. To relax the channels matching 
precisian while still achieving high image-rejection, various RF 
and IF on-chip image-reject functional blocks, such as passive 
or active polyphase filters [ I ]  and image-rejection mixers [24] 
can be cascaded to suppress the image continually in the Analog 
Front-End (AFE). Regrettably, in terms of power consumption, 
noise figure and occupied chip-area, the order of such functional 
blocks must be balanced with the corresponding savings that 
they allow. In this paper, we developed a new modeling method 
based on the analysis of the correlation among different 
imaee-reiect functional blocks in the receiver. The architecture 
of &e cokplex-IF receiver that will be analyzed is presented in 
Fig. I ,  mainly consisting of a Double QuadraNre 
Down-Converter (DQDC) fiont-end [I]  followed by 
Analog-Double Quadrature Sampling (A-DQS) [ 5 ] ,  for the 
RF-to-IF and IF-to-Baseband frequency down-conversions, 
respectively. The superiorities of such receiver are: 1) the 
DQDC possesses an excellent image-rejection even with 
moderate phase and gain matching accuracy throughout the 
land Q channels. This is due to the suppression of the image 
interference twice, one by the quadrature generator and the other 
by the quadrahxe mixers; 2) The A-DQS scheme not only 
performs IF-sampling, but also can serve as an IF-to-baseband 
down-converter prior to the AID conversion. Thus, when an 
oversampling sigma-delta @A) AID converter is employed for 
digitization, the original required bandpass noise shaping can be 
replaced by its lowpass counterpart [5 ] .  Obviously, the 
efficiency of noise shaping would be doubled since the 

Figure 1 .  Modeled mnplex-IF receiver 

efficiency of bandpass noise shiiping is only half of the lowpass 
one. Both mentioned benefits %re highly desirable in the design 
and implementation of a wireless receiver. 
The description of this work starts by Section 2, where the 
mismatch issues are introduced first. Followed by the 
presentation of the optimum combination of mismatches and 
non-ideal model simulation in Section 3. Practical 
considerations about those results in CMOS implementation will 
be discussed in Section 4, and conclusions will be drawn in 
Section 5.  

2. I/QIMBALANCE MODELS OF IMAGE-REJECT 
FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS 

2.1. Assumptions 

I) The modeled receiver is basically focused on narrowband 
wireless communication systems, such as GSM. The circuit 
non-idealities such as: KT/C noise, DC offset, finite gain and 
bandwidth of amplifiers are as!;umed to be signal independent 
and will not be modeled, since they exist in both channels, 
resulting in no influence in the matching and, consequently, no 
degradation of the image-rejection performance. 

2) Since the defmition of image-rejection ratio (IRR) is the 
ratio between the signal and the image powers, which will 
become infinity for null I/Q mismatch, to ease the plotting of 
IRR variations, the 3-dimensional figures in the following 
sections will be plotted with an additional assigned mismatch 
(<0.001%). 

2.2. Double Quadrature Down-Converter (DQDC) 

2.2.1. Passive quodrohrre genwator 
To generate a high precision matched I/Q component in RF with 
reasonable power consumption, a passive quadrature generator 
constructed by an N-Cells casc:ided RC-CR network, as shown 
Fig. 2, is usually a wise choice. Through this generator both 
input signal frequency bands will be filtered, therefore implying 
that the mandatory matching accuracy of the image-rejection 
mixers that will follow it can be highly relaxed. However, the 
penalties are: I )  Large current will be driven from the input 
buffer to drive the relatively low-resistive input impedance of 
such network; 2) Due to finile Qfactor of those passive RC 
elements and process fabrication variations, an over-designed 
cascaded RC-CR network is usually needed to enlarge the 
rejection band and reduce the srznsitivity of its efficiency to the 
RCvariatians. Moreover, since the signal power dropped by 3dB 
per order, power-hungry output buffers are also required to 
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Figure 2. Passive pseudo-differential quadrahlre generator 

compensate such losses. Obviously, the required order of the 
RC-CR network should be well determined to minimize the 
power consumption and, simultaneously, provide sufficient 
image-rejection. Suppose that the image-rejection of the 
quadrahlre generator is modeled as H(jw)&=blur , and a 
ZDd-order RC network is applied. Then, the IRR will be given by 

Where How) is [6 ] 
(I+wRICl)(I +wR2C2) 

I - W ~ R ~ R ~ C ~ C ~  + jw(R,Cl +R2C2+2RlC2) (2) H(jw) = 

Note that How) is a complex frequency transfer function and in 
order to reject the image hand accurately, fm is set in the middle 
between the transmission zeros, and its value is 

(3) 

Where rx=R,/R2, rc=C,/C2, which will lead to the following 
expression for H(jw) &=hf, 

Interestingly, the IRR is directly related to only the ratio of the 
capacitors and resistors in the two stages. Therefore, once the fm, 
TR and rc are given, the IRR at fRF can be immediately obtained. 

!LO 

Figure 3. Non-ideal model of DQDC 

2.2.2. Quadrahrre local oscillator 
The non-ideal model ofthe DQDC is shown in Fig. 3, where the 
land Q LO signals are generated by the other passive quadrature 
generator constructed by the RC-CR network. The imbalances of 
such LO signals' gain and phase are modeled as: i cos(qot) 
and Q : a sin(o,,t+c), where a a n d  &are the relative mismatches 
between the amplitude and phase of the quadrature local 
oscillator, respectively. Again, its performance depends on the 
order of the RC-CR network How) as 

a =IHCio)  L=af,l, E = LH(iw)  (5a-b) 

2.2.3. Double quadrohrre rnirer 
For complex-to-complex frequency down-conversion, a double 
quadrature structure constructed by four mixers driven by the 
quadrature local oscillator is mandated, as shown in Fig. 3 also. 
Comparing with nominal real-to-complex frequency down- 
conversion, the variance of the mismatch is greater since it 
employs two more mixers. Therefore, in this paper, the 
amplitude mismatches (denoted as A, Ajq Aqj and A,,),of the four 
mixers are modeled and their contribution to IRR is given by [6] 

For the phase mismatch, the crosstalk is approximately [3] 

(7) /RR = tan(AQ) o,.aw,, 
m m  0.w 

where A @  is the phase mismatch, oSw is the input bandwidth of 
the mixers, oLo is the frequency of the local oscillator. 
Obviously, the phase mismatch can be highly reduced as long as 
the mixers are designed to have a large input bandwidth, 
Therefore, this mismatch effect is not as critical as the gain 
mismatch and it is not modeled in this paper to simplify the 
description of this analysis. The mismatches of the summation, 
subhaction and amplification functions of the DQDC are also 
ignored, since they are relatively uncritical for two reasons: 1) 
the image is already suppressed twice in the RF, first by the 
quadrature generator and second by the double quadrature 
mixers; 2) Those functions are operating at the IF, a relatively 
low frequency, then, high precision matching is simpler to 
achieve by enlarging the s u e  of the components and symmetric 
layout during the implementation. 

2.2.4. Overall DQDC 
Summarizing the previous analysis, after simplification and 
under the assumption that the high-side injection frequency 
components generated by the mixers are totally filtered, will 
allow the determination o f a  simplified close-farm expression of 
the image-rejection ratio (IRR) of the entire DQDC, which is 
given by (8). Here, for simplification, the magnitudes of signals 
A and B are normalized to unity and some assigned extra 
symbols were used, such as: fl=(l+A)', A=(l-A)2, q=(l+a) and 
p=(1-A2). From equation (S), the mismatch effects can be 
plotted as presented in Fig. 4a-4c, by varying two parameters 
simultaneously in order to observe their correlations with IRR 
variations. Those figures can be interpreted as follows: First, in 
Fig. 4a, the result implied that the half-band rejection of the 
quadrature generator is dominant in the IRR performance with 
respect to the phase m r  of the LO. A high order quadrature 
generator can relax the phase error ofthe LO (similar effect also 
happens with the gain error). Clearly, it is a trade-off between 
power consumption and image-rejection; thus, optimization 
should be done to obtain a balanced point between them, matter 

Aii A ,  A y  Aqi 
A,, 4 i  Aqi Ai, 
A . .  A ,  Ai, Aqi 

A,, 4 i  Aqi Ai, 

AiiA,, [-Pq ' + &q (1 +E )+-A ( 1 + ~  )'I + Ai,Aq;[-Aq ' + &q (1 +E )+-P (1+e )'I 

Ai, A,, LLPq ' -2pq (1 +E )+-A (1 +E )'I+ Ai, A,; [-AV ' -&q (1 +E ) +-P(l +E )'I (8) 
IRR = 
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(a) 01) (C) 
Figure 4. Mismatch effects of DQDC (a) phase of LO versus attenuation of QG (b) phase versus gain of 1.0 (c) gain of mixers Ai? versus A ,  

that will be analyzed in the next section. The relationship 
between the LO amplitude and phase errors in the IRR is plotted 
in Fig. 4h, the figure shows that the IRR decays dramatically for 
both the gain and phase matching accuracies. Moreover, when 
the amplitude mor is large, it dominates the whole IRR; this 
means that a further increase of phase accuracy will not improve 
IIR, significantly. Thus, these two parameters are relevant to 
each other, and should be controlled in parallel. In Fig. 4c, the 
relationship showed the amplitude mismatch between mixers A, 
(xx=ii,iq,qi,qq) should be smaller than 1% to achieve IRR>45dB, 
which is generally insufficient to fulfill most wireless 
communication standards requirements. Then, this implies that 
this mismatch effect is the bottleneck of the entire DQDC to 
accomplish high image-rejection. 

Discrete-time 

Figure 5. Nan-ideal model of A-DQS scheme 

23.  Analog-Double Quadrature Sampling (A-DQS) 

The final frequency down-conversion from IF-to-baseband is 
performed by A-DQS. With the sampling frequency f ,=4xIF 
such A-DQS can be effectively embedded in the 
sample-&d-hold unit of the AID converters. Thus, prior to the 
AID conversion, the signal is shifted to the baseband through 
complex sampling in order to employ only lowpass noise 
shaping ZA AID converters. Thus, highly reducing the 
complexity o f  the circuiuies and power consumption. 
Regrettably, analog circuits suffer unavoidable //Q mismatch, 
resulting in serious image problems. Then, a non-ideal model of 
the A-DQS scheme must be defined, as it is shown in Fig. 5 .  

The P, and Po are the complex samplers. Denoting the 
amplitude mismatch in the four paths as G, G, G, and Gw, The 
IRR can be given by [6] 

The mismatch relation is plotted in Fig. 6a and 66 in terms of 
IRR within I% amplitude mismatch. The result implies that the 
required matching accuracy is relatively high, for example, with 
1% amplitude mismatch; the IRR is limited to around 4OdB. In 
the case of phase mismatch (e), it is possible to approximate it to 

For 1' phase mismatch, h e  IKH. is limited to 41dU. Finally, ac a 
recult, both amplitude and phasc mismatches n i  the A-I)QS arc 
critical pnramc1r.a and arc also modeled in this paper 

3. SI)IULAllOZl RESULTS 

ArcurJmg to the prcvious m d y &  (with hr cunrtpondmg) 
deduced eqwtions and assuming a, thc wgct of tuul 
mag:-rejection the vdue 01' 70dLlc. 3n optiniizatton was 
conducted in MATLAB" enairunment to find the optimum 
wmhinrtion o f  //Q miemnirhu.; among thc diNcr:nt funrtiiinal 
hlocks, as listed tn TABLF I .  The ~enilrsiian was ronductcd ~n 
SiblUl.lNK'" by non-ideal m d r l  simulation 171 As lislsd in 
TABLE 2, a general mismatch case is first simulated (with 
simulntiun parameters bassd on VCS- 1800 iommunicauun 
sundad) to \ s r i fy  the critical,iy of the mcdclrd paramrturr. 
I'hen, Supposing d31  the inpiils are iuo  band-limited phase 
modulated U b  signals, given by 

X,,fl/=SlGcOSk,.si~;l-C.~i~;(lllr IhtGcoik~riic;! ~ , w t : C t ) l  (I I) 

where SIC and IMG sund for tne desired sgnal and its rslative 
image interlvrsncc, respcctivel) . Their hequcncy relatiunship IS 

=qjG - 1 ~ ~ ~  . The normi.lixd powcr spectrum densitirr 
(PSD) uf thc inputs (thc dcsircd vnc and its image murtbrencc) 

(a) @ I  
Figure 6. IRR of gain mismatch of A-DQS (a) Gjq versus G, @) Gjj  versiis Gqq 
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are shown in Fig. 7a and h for the ideal case and general case, 
respectively. The desired signal is denoted as SI whereas its 
self-image is I,. On the other hand, It and I, are the interference 
and its image, respectively. The IRR is limited to approximate 
43dBc as expected. Nevertheless, by applying the optimized 
mismatch data from TABLE 1, the achieved IRR can be 
approximate to 7OdBc. as shown in Fig. 7c. This leads to the 
conclusion that the modeled parameters are dominant, which 
will imply later a careful design having them in a significant 
consideration. 

4. PRACTICAL. CONSIDERATIONS 

The previous section as shown that the optimized combination 
could achieve approximate 70dBc of IRR with minimum 
matching requirements on each functional block. However, 
practical considerations are mandatory to determine the 
practicability of both optimized combinations, especially in 
CMOS implementation. The result can be discussed as follows: 

Comparing with the general case, the mismatch of AG, in the 
optimum case can be tolerated up to 1.53% by increasing the 
half-band rejection of the quadrature generator up to 6OdB and 
decreasing the other parameters allowable mismatches. First, 
60dB half-band rejection on the entire 8OMHz downlink band of 
DCS-1800 standard can be achieved by a 4* order RC-CR 
polyphase filter as mentioned in [XI. This translates to a 12dB 
signal power loss; thus, the output buffers of the quadrature 
generator in the signal path should compensate such losses by 
providing approximate 12dB signal gain. This leads to a power 
consumption of approximate 15OmW. Second, employing a 
closely matched low power digital automatic gain control (AGC) 
circuits operating on the sampled low-frequency I- and Q 
signals in the DSP can effectively eliminate the mixers 
amplitude mismatch (AA,) [I]. Third, 0.5dB gain and 2" phase 
imbalances of the LO Innslates to around 35dB half band 

Table I f .  Optimized combination of allowable mismatches 
in each functional blocks for IRR2; 7OdBc 

Signal kequency 
Image frequency 

Local oscillator frequency 

Intermediate frequency (IF) 

Order of RC-CR network 
Order of X A ADC 

Channel bandwidth (BW) 

Over sampling ratio (OSR) 

A I  a 1  E' I AA, I AG, I 0 
58.5dB I 0.48dB I 1.95" I 0.7% I 1.53% I 0.82' 

1840.2MHm 
1827.4MHz 
1833.8MHz 

200kHz 
6.4MHz 
64 
2 
2 

rejection requirement of the q u a d r a m  generator. This can be 
fulfilled by a 2" order RC-CR network with less than 80mW 
power consumption in the buffers [9]. Thus, recent research 
showed that those obtained results should be practically 
realizable in today's state-of-the-art of CMOS. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A full-analytical modeling approach of l/Q mismatch effects has 
been presented by exploring the correlation of the receiver 
functional blocks to achieve high image-rejection with 
reasonable power consumption. By utilizing a novel complex-IF 
wireless receiver topology as a present model, an optimum 
combination of an allowable mismatch in each functional block 
is obtained through the theoretical analysis and the deduced 
equations. As a resulc the required matching accuracy of the 
functional blocks can be haded with each other according to the 
power budget and image-rejection requirement. Such optimum 
combination is verified by non-ideal model simulation and 
discussed for their practicability in CMOS implementation. 
Hence, the image-rejection performance of complex-IF receiver 
can be effectively improved without adding extra circuitry. 
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